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Laptops have come over as a perfect substitute for the desktop computers. Fujitsu laptops are
known as the most exclusive and quality-driven laptops that are quite in demand in the market.

The Fujitsu-LifeBook U1010 Laptop is powered by 800 MHz Intel A110 processor, which is further
coupled with 512-KB L2 Cache and 400 MHz FSB. It features Intel Mobile 945GM Express Chipset
motherboard that is powered it with 512-MB DDR2 400 MHz SDRAM (upto 1-GB max). The laptop
by Fujitsu is incorporated with 80-GB SATA 5400 rpm PATA hard drive.

The Fujitsu-LifeBook U1010 Laptop is a unique one that is equipped with 5.6-inch widescreen TFT
WXGA display. Further this laptop brand model has 300nits brightness, which is further powered by
Intel Graphics Media Accelerator GMA 900 graphics chipset. The one quality that makes this
handset type feature is its exclusive quality with 128 MB shared video memory. This laptop model is
also supported by Direct X9, Pixel shader 2.0, along with a Dual view monitor. Just like other Fujitsu
laptops, this device also offers maximum resolution of 1024 x 600 pixels that makes it easy for the
users to view the text and images on it.

The Windows XP Professional is also set preinstalled with built-in 56kbps V.92 fax/modem that is
offered from Connexant. Further it is integrated with 10/100 Mbps RealTek RTL8100CL Ethernet
LAN connection. Users can also avail the facility of integrated Intel PRO/Wireless 3945 a/b/g
(802.11a/b/g) connection along with an integrated Bluetooth v2.0 card to ensure the wireless
connectivity.

Fujitsu LifeBook U1010 is extremely portable laptop PC which also sports VGA resolution webcam.
It is also featured with 3-in-1 media card reader, built-in Stereo RealTek ALC862 Speakers, 3G
HSDPA 3.6 Mbps data connection, integrated microphone and 2 USB v2.0 ports. The external VGA
Monitor connection is also coupled by maximum resolution of 2048 x 1636 at 75 Hz that makes the
usage quite convenient and favorable for the users.

Fujitsu LifeBook U1010 laptop PC is also featured with a media playback panel which enhances the
multimedia experience to allow users so as play, pause, stop and skip through media. Additionally,
in order to deliver enhanced security, this Fujitsu LifeBook U1010 laptop is also equipped with
dedicated Fingerprint Recognition technology so as to offer enhanced data and system security.

Just to deliver prolonged back up 2-cell Li-Ion 2600mAh battery that allows upto 4 hrs battery
backup on full charge. Fujitsu laptop price is also set quite reasonable.
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